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A Learner Centre

Fostering independence and curiosity at #TSGE! Our learning center is a haven
where children have the freedom to choose their activities, promoting self-
directed learning. Empowering young minds to explore, discover, and thrive on
their educational journey. 



Skill - Communication Topic - Making Peace

Nurturing empathy and conflict resolution at TSGE! During a Global Perspective class
discussion, our grade IV learners explored the art of maintaining friendship and
avoiding conflicts. They delved  into international conflict research, imbibing skills to
amicably resolve differences. Capturing their insights in a thoughtful activity, they
even shared personal examples on enhancing their relationships. Building a
community of understanding and harmony



Global Brands

Empowering creativity in Grade VII learners at TSGE as they reimagine global brands
through their unique handcrafted logos, forging a path of innovation and originality. 



Tens and ones activity of Prep II

Dive into the world of numbers with a simple and fun Tens and Ones activity! Prep II
learners explore and practice hands-on math manipulatives in our Math Lab, turning
abstract concepts into tangible learning experiences. Making math an adventure for
young minds! 



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY - SAVE BIRDSSPECIAL ASSEMBLY - SAVE BIRDS
Our school hosted a 'Save Birds' event in the atrium, emphasizing bird conservation
during the Makar Sankranti (kite-flying) festival. The impactful session included a video
presentation, providing insights on ensuring the safety of birds during this tradition.
The event's goal was to enhance awareness and encourage responsible kite-flying
practices.



Makar Sankranti
At TSGE, the festive spirit soared high as we joyously celebrated Makar Sankranti, our
younger students immersed themselves in dance, kite-flying, and kite-making activities.
Beyond the joyous celebrations, this occasion became a meaningful exploration of cultural
heritage and traditions. Engaging in these activities not only brought students together in
unity but also deepened their understanding of the cultural significance of Makar Sankranti.
It was a delightful blend of fun, learning, and cultural appreciation that resonated throughout
the TSGE community.



POCSO

The Staff of Thakur School Of Global Education had the privilege of receiving POCSO training
on-site, skillfully facilitated by Ms. Kavita Rathod. The training was designed to create
awareness about the POCSO law among the staff and educate them about their duties and
responsibilities to ensure a safe learning environment and give them clarity on what
constitutes child sexual abuse.



Granth Book Store
TSGE little wonders went to the Granth book store for an adventurous visit. The store
has an entire floor dedicated for the children's section. Learners were gleefully
focused on the book cover images rather than the titles. They were interactive with
the staff and asked their choice of character books. They bought various books of
their choice and had a read aloud with the teachers at the end of the day.-



GP Activity
The Grade VI learners of TSGE joined forces to create a vibrant poster/flyer for a sports
event, showcasing their collaborative skills under the umbrella of a global perspective.
Their collective enthusiasm in strategizing and bringing this promotional material to life
was evident and contagious, aiming to ignite widespread participation and excitement
for the upcoming sports event



GP Activity



Poster on Giving guidance -
Reflection skill

Unlocking the power of reflection, our learners engaged in a class activity to create a
thoughtful poster. The focus was on imparting guidance, and each drawing serves as a
unique expression of their understanding. Through this artistic endeavor, they not only
showcase creativity but also demonstrate the ability to reflect on ways to welcome and
guide new classmates into the class community. A beautiful blend of art and reflection in
action at TSGE!
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